Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We can use molecular dynamics techniques to computationally design proteins if we employ the same ideas as in the inverse folding problem (Bowie et al. [@CR4]), which consists on identifying sequences that will fold on a given protein structure. Physicochemically inspired protein design methods have so far proven successful (Bolon and Mayo [@CR3]; Kuhlman and Baker [@CR20]; Looger et al. [@CR24]; López de la Paz and Serrano [@CR26]; Röthlisberger et al. [@CR31]). The first attempt for an automatic procedure (Hellinga and Richards [@CR16]) optimized a semi-empirical energy function, simultaneously in sequence and structure space, using a Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing (MCSA) approach. Dead End Elimination (Dahiyat and Mayo [@CR8]; Dahiyat et al. [@CR9]) or Branch and Bound (Wernisch et al. [@CR38]) techniques are exact methods for obtaining the optimal solutions for a given residue pair-wise energy function, but are restricted to smaller problems than with heuristic approaches such as MCSA.

All these methods usually relay on the precomputation of the different residue-residue energies for their subsequent use within an optimization tool (Archontis and Simonson [@CR1]; Chowdry et al. [@CR7]; Huang and Stultz [@CR17]). This computation is usually done using a pair-wise approximation, which scores the arrangement of at most two different residue conformations at a time. To perform this computation, it is also usual to assume that the designed positions surrounding the considered residues are either devoid of their corresponding side chains (Wernisch et al. [@CR38]) or occupied by some predefined aminoacid (e.g. alanine, Dahiyat and Mayo [@CR8]). This approximation poses several problems, especially when treating the solvation energies, since the solvent environment plays a crucial role in determining the electrostatic energy of the protein, which has lead to the development of pair wise decomposable energy functions and approximations (continuum or empirical models, since the explicit inclusion of water molecules is currently intractable). Unfortunately, even the models with solvation energies decomposable in atom-atom pairs lead to unphysical precomputed residue-residue energy because the energy terms for each pair of interacting residues are context dependent: the solvation of one side-chain pair strongly depends on the shape of the protein, which depends on the conformation of all other side chains. This not only leads to a loss of accuracy when using combinatorial optimization, but in most cases it provides unrealistic results (Jaramillo and Wodak [@CR19]).

The search for an appropriate protein design methodology that could incorporate an accurate estimation of the folding free energy is still far to be accomplished (Lippow and Tidor [@CR23]), despite of the increasing number of successful examples of the use of molecular dynamics techniques in protein design (Dahiyat et al. [@CR9]; Looger et al. [@CR24]; Ogata et al. [@CR29]). Work aiming to improve those energy functions for computational protein design includes understanding and validating their applicability, analyzing the different approximations that would improve their efficiency, checking new algorithms for their implementation as well as developing new potentials. The development of new energy functions requires testing various implicit solvents together with their corresponding models for the unfolded and folded state. For instance, solvations incorporating longer range energy terms are more sensible to the 3D structure of the unfolded model. In addition, the model for the folded state may also require a proper treatment of backbone flexibility, which may require to combine molecular dynamics with the protein design optimization. We propose a software that is able to combine both approaches, while allowing to easily explore improvements to current protein design methodologies. One of the best ways to achieve this is by extending a molecular dynamics package providing a set of implicit solvations. As the base simulation package we have considered CHARMM (Brooks et al. [@CR5]; Schleif [@CR32]), a widely used software for molecular dynamics simulation and analysis that, incorporates a panoply of implicit solvation models.

We have developed a new bioinformatics tool in the form of a CHARMM script that the user could easily tailor to study any small system of interest in a reasonable amount of time. This approach is slower than software relying on combinatorial optimization, but is free of pairwise approximations. To exemplify the incorporation of new energy terms in PROTDES we have incorporated three protein design protocols based on different solvation models, one of them already tested experimentally for protein design (Jaramillo et al. [@CR18]; Ogata et al. [@CR29]) (the methodology based on accessible surface area). Another advantage of PROTDES is that it allows the consideration of DNA as template, allowing the study of DNA-protein interactions.

We remark that it is not the purpose of this paper to propose a new methodology for protein design, but to provide a tool allowing to implement already existing methodologies such as the DESIGNER (Wernisch et al. [@CR38]) protocol. Additionally, two other solvation models, already implemented in CHARMM, are included in PROTDES. This shows the high versatility of our tool, that will allow the user to create novel protein design methodologies.

PROTDES uses scripting in all the design process, instead of dividing the calculation into energy precomputation and optimization. This contrasts with a recent attempt of using scripting in protein design to precompute a pair-wise energy matrix (Lopes et al. [@CR25]). Several protein design problems are of small size and the speed of the optimization is not the critical step. In those problems (e.g. ligand binding) it is more important to incorporate a relaxation of the systems through molecular dynamics and a more careful treatment of the solvent. It is precisely the extensive use of scripting that makes PROTDES the only available tool allowing to integrate molecular dynamics within *in silico* mutagenesis in order to, for example, introduce a slight amount of backbone flexibility in the design.

Implementation {#Sec2}
==============

The stability of a protein can be described by its folding free energy: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}$$\Updelta G_{\rm folding} = G_{\rm folded} - G_{\rm ref}.$$\end{document}$ To evaluate the fitness of various sequences for a fixed structure, we compare the folding free energy of the different sequences. At this point we make a strong assumption on the additivity and context independence effect of single mutations in the stability of the proteins, since we assume that the fixed backbone and fixed side chains will equally contribute to the score of each sequence. This way we can eliminate their contribution to the folding free energy. We are assuming here that a specific mutation will have an effect on the overall stability of the protein that is independent of its context, although this approximation can not be considered to hold in all cases (Cheng et al. [@CR6]). Nevertheless this simplifying assumption can work in a specific setting, in fact this assumption is the same at the basis of classical QSAR analysis on congeneric series profitably used in pharmaceutical chemistry since more than 40 years (Hansch and Fujita [@CR15]). We assume a fixed backbone, to neglect the change in the main chain entropy. The main contribution of entropy to Δ*G* comes from the difference in the side chain entropy between the reference and the folded state; this contribution is lower than 1kcal/(mol aminoacid) (Doig and Sternberg [@CR12]) . The contribution of the side chains to the reference state energy is the sum of the contribution from each independent aminoacid. These contributions do not change with the aminoacid conformation or placement, are thus system independent, and can be pre-computed as has been previously done (Jaramillo et al. [@CR18]). The reference energies provided with PROTDES involve no residue interactions in the reference state. The reference state has been modeled using a dipeptide for each residue. Finally, we obtain$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}$$ E^{\rm prot} = \sum_{i}{E(r_i)} = \sum_i{{E_{(r_i,\rm prot)}}-E_{r_i}^{\rm ref}} $$\end{document}$$The sum is over all aminoacids *i* in the sequence (rotamer *r*~*i*~). We consider the following terms of the CHARMM22 force field: electrostatics, van der Waals and the solvation energy. For the solvation energy, PROTDES allows the user the election between three possible models.

Generalized Born using Molecular Volume (GBMV) {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------

The solvation energy is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}$$ E^{sol}= \sum_i \left( \Updelta E^{self}_i - {\frac {1} {2}}\sum_{i \neq j}\Updelta E^{screen}_{ij}+\Updelta E^{nonp}_i \right) $$\end{document}$$where *E*~*ij*~^*screen*^ is the electrostatic screening interaction energy between two charged groups in a dielectric medium, it is calculated with the generalized Born equation using the gbmv implementation (Lee et al. [@CR22]) . Δ*E*~*i*~^*self*^ is the solvation free energy of the group and Δ*E*~*i*~^*nonp*^ is a surface area-dependent approximation to the hydrophobic solvation term

Accessible Surface Area (ASA) {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

This model for the solvation energy is based on the exposed surface area of each atom *i*; *E*^*sol*^ = ∑~*i*~σ~*i*~*ASA*~*i*~. The ASA is computed using the CHARMM22 van der Waals radii and the atomic solvation parameters, σ~*i*~, are measured in the vacuum to water transfer process (Ooi et al. [@CR30]).

Effective energy function (EEF1) {#Sec5}
--------------------------------

An excluded volume implicit solvation model combined with an empirical screening (Lazaridis and Karplus [@CR21]). The sum over atomic contributions is performed:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}$$ E^{sol}= E^{ref}-\sum_j\int_{V_j}f_i(r_{ij}) {\rm d}^3 r. $$\end{document}$$*E*^*ref*^ is computed in a reference state where the atom is completely accessible to the solvent and *f*, the solvation free energy density is a Gaussian function.

Backbone-flexibility {#Sec6}
--------------------

Along the previous lines, we have assumed that the backbone of the protein stayed fixed. Nevertheless, there has been some successful attempts to introduce backbone flexibility within computational protein design (Desjarlais and Handel [@CR11]; Sood and Baker [@CR34]; Su and Mayo [@CR35]). One of the most powerful tools available in CHARMM is its capacity to perform molecular dynamics simulations. This advantage is inherited by PROTDES, where backbone flexibility can be introduced together with aminoacid sequence selection, using the molecular dynamics simulations tools implemented in CHARMM, to allow for local adjustments of the backbone.

The implementation in PROTDES is uses the following default parameters and modifies the region inside a 9 Å sphere surrounding the *C*~α~ of the designed position. The meaning of the different parameter can be found in the CHARMM documentation.

Software and interface {#Sec7}
----------------------

PROTDES has been developed as a CHARMM script (1200 code lines) and can run in any machine with an installed version of CHARMM. PROTDES is a free, open-source software package licensed under a free Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial 3.0 (<http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0>), that can be freely downloaded from our web site: (<http://soft.synth-bio.org/protdes.html>). The program's distribution includes the source code, documentation, usage examples (phage λ cI repressor protein core redesign, MHC-I binding peptides design and phage λ cI repressor protein specificity redesign with and without backbone flexibility) and a configuration utility to guide the user through the definition of the protein structure, the positions to mutate, the position dependent libraries, the specification of the reference energies and the number of iterations of the heuristic algorithm.

*Input Data* PROTDES needs a minimum of initial data to star the designing processProtein structure, in the form of a PDB fileList of positions to mutateSolvation model to be used: GBMV, ASA or EEF1Rotamer library for each variable position. The rotamer library is a text file containing the different rotamers to be used at each position. For each rotamer, there is a line in this file containing the name of the aminoacid and the values of its dihedral angles An initial library (Tuffery et al. [@CR37]) is provided with PROTDES, but the user may choose generate his proper libraries to include local backbone configuration and side chain preferences (Dunbrack and Karplus [@CR13])The reference energies to model the unfolded state, which depend on the chosen solvation model. The reference energies provided with PROTDES have been computed without residue interactions and the unfolded (or reference state) has been modeled using a dipeptide. An additional utility of PROTDES is that can be switched to a "compute reference energy" mode that allows analysing the effect of different methodologies to model the unfolded state.

Initially, PROTDES starts with a sequence in an initial conformation; the different input data are read and the designed positions are mutated to glycine. Then, the optimization procedure starts, and the following is repeated *N* times Randomly choose a position, *p*. The following step would be to remove the side chains from *p* to compute the solvation energy of the surrounding region in the absence of any rotamer. This solvation energy would then be subtracted in the computation of the energy corresponding to any rotamer. Fortunately, the different energies we will compare share this common term, rendering futile its computation.For each of the allowed aminoacids in position *p*, randomly choose a conformation (rotamer), patch it, and perform a local minimization (keeping the backbone fixed) to allow slight conformational variations. In case that *p* correspond to C or N terminus, special patches are used.Among the chosen rotamers find the one, *r*~*p*~ improving most the total folding free energy and patch it: equation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}$$r_p | E(r_p) = \hbox{min} \left\{ E_{(r_i,\rm prot)}-E_{r_i}^{\rm ref} \right \}$$\end{document}$ equationIf desired, perform a molecular dynamics to introduce backbone flexibility and slightly vary the backbone to adapt it to the introduced mutation.

Additional molecular dynamics simulations could be performed each time an aminoacid is introduced in a given position, unfortunately the comparison between the obtained values for the folding free energy considering each aminoacid (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}, would be less clear. Nevertheless we have added this capability to PROTDES to allow the user to explore new computational design methodologies.

The previously stated algorithm can be modify and PROTDES can be forced to follow an exhaustive approach, where point ii) is modified and for each aminoacid all its possible rotamers are considered. This is extremely convenient if we have a very low number of designed positions. The different options within PROTDES are modified by flags in the configuration file.

Finally PROTDES collects the best sequence and its energy. A scheme of PROTDES' algorithm is presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1PROTDES algorithm for computational protein design. The initial configuration is loaded into CHARMM; the designed positions are mutated to glycine. The heuristic algorithm proceeds iteratively (i) choose a position (ii) for each allowed aminoacid randomly choose a rotamer (iii). The rotamer providing the best folding energy (fixing the aminoacid content of the other positions) for that position is patched, until the total number of iterations *N* is reached

Results {#Sec8}
=======

We have used PROTDES software to perform the examples that can be found in the documentation included in the software. There, we provide a detailed analysis of the different configuration files used in each of the four designs we made: phage λ cI repressor protein core redesign, MHC-I binding peptides design and phage λ cI repressor protein specificity redesign with and without backbone flexibility. Here we report the results obtained in two of the cases.

MHC-I binding peptides design {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules are peptide binding proteins that play a key role in the mammalian immune system, allowing the immune system to both recognize foreign antigens and to remain tolerant to self-derived peptides.

There is a huge variability in the peptides proteins from the MHC-I bind. In this work, following previous results (Ogata et al. [@CR29]), we designed peptides likely to bind the HLA-A2 member of this family. MCH-I proteins have a binding site formed by two α-helices and a β-sheet. Peptides formed by 8--10 aminoacids are able to enter the binding pocket. The HLA-A2 proteins have additional specific binding pockets that allows them to preferentially bind 9 aminoacid peptides containing the so called "anchor residues": L, I, M or V in the second position of the peptide (P2) and V, I, A or M at C-terminus (Madden [@CR27]).

Our departure point was the 2.5 Å resolution structure for the HLA-A2-peptide complex (Madden et al. [@CR28]), \[PDB:1HHK\]. We allowed to mutate 8 out of the 9 positions in the peptide and we left P6 fixed. No additional constraint on the aminoacid contain was introduced and the whole rotamer library (Tuffery et al. [@CR37]) (214 rotamers) was considered at each position.

### EEF1 solvation {#Sec10}

We run PROTDES 100 times with 200 and 500 heuristic steps. We obtained similar results in both cases: (8 out of the 10 sequences with lower energy were identical in both cases.) With 500 heuristic steps we obtained the sequences in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, where only the 4th sequence fulfills the requirements regarding the anchor residues.Table 1MHC-I binding peptides designed using the EEF1 solvation modelΔEPos123456789−81.18TLNSTPQYD−79.55SLNFWPHYD−76.98STHDWPNTV−73.35SLNNYPEWV−70.98WLYSYPTED−68.28TLYDSPVFD−66.55TTWDFPIWQ−63.27YSKDSPVTV−62.71STFDSPITD−62.50SVHNTPVWDEnergy differences between the obtained sequences and the original structure for the MHC-I binding peptides designed using the EEF1 solvation model. Only the 10 sequences with lowest energy have been considered

### ASA solvation {#Sec11}

Once again we run PROTDES 100 with 200 and 500 steps in each iteration and the results with 200 and 500 iterations were very similar. The list of the top 10 sequences with the highest predicted binding energy for the 200 iterations case is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. We can see that out of the 10 predicted sequences with a higher affinity, all but the last one have the appropriate anchor residues.Table 2MHC-I binding peptides designed using the ASA solvation modelΔEPos123456789−31.3DVMAAPLEV−29.1WLEAAPMLV−28.2DVLAAPIEV−26.4DVEAAPVVV−25.4DLFAAPIIL−25.5YVLAAPLEI−23.6ALEAVPLLI−22.3DLIAVPIVV−22.6YVADAPMFV−21.3ALFEAPVMCEnergy differences between the obtained sequences and the original structure for the MHC-I binding peptides design using the ASA model for solvation. Only the 10 sequences with lowest energy have been considered. All but the last one have the appropriate anchor residues

### GBMV solvation {#Sec12}

This resulted the most time consuming procedure. Fortunately it proved to be accurate enough to converge we a small number of heuristic iterations. As a result we needed only to perform 50 runnings using 200 heuristic steps, since, even with this limitations the results were highly satisfactory: between the 10 highest ranking solution 6 of them had the required anchor residues, as can be seen in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3MHC-I binding peptides designed using the GBMV solvation modelΔEPos123456789−25.1TLYWFPIWL−21.7TLYWFPIFL−20.8TLYWFPIWT−20.1TLYWFPIWI−17.1TLYWFPIFT−16.6TLYWFPIFI−14.9TLAWFPFWL−11.5TLAWFPFFL−9.9TLAWFPFWT−6.2TLAWFPFFTEnergy differences between the obtained sequences and the original structure for the MHC-I binding peptides design using the GBMV model for solvation. Only the 10 sequences with lowest energy have been considered

If we compare the three different solvation models, we realize that the EEF1 model yields not very accurate results. On the other hand, both ASA and GBMV models yield fairly appropriate solutions, as far as the anchor residues are concerned. In addition, if we consider that the ASA solvation model is much faster that the GBMV, we will have to conclude that, for this problem ASA is the most adequate solvation to use.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} is a graphical representation of the results obtained with PROTDES using the ASA model with 200 iterations. The calculation was performed in a 2.13GHz CPU and each complete run of PROTDES took around 40 min.Fig. 2Structure of the highest binding predicted peptide, using the ASA solvation, in the HLA-A2 binding pocket. The peptide is represented by a *stick model* and the HLA-A2 molecule is represented by its molecular surface. Figure generated using the Pymol (DeLano [@CR10]) viewer software

The presence of the correct anchor residues is a necessary condition for binding (Madden [@CR27]), so although we cannot claim that our designed peptides will actually bind to the MHC-I we can affirm that they fulfill all the known requisites, since the needed anchor residues appear in our designs. In fact, our results show similar anchor residues as the calculations reported with DESIGNER (Ogata et al. [@CR29]). Nevertheless, sequence based algorithms specially designed to deal with the prediction of peptides able to bind a given complex provide accurate predictions (Selz et al. [@CR33]), nevertheless a combination of both sequence-based and structural methods will likely yield the best results.

PROTDES has shown its performance and versatility in the design of peptides able to bind to the MHC-I, The prediction of protein binding sites and together with it the prediction of the possible binding peptides is still an open question. PROTDES can allow for a certain amount of backbone flexibility within the design and this will clearly help to refine the predictions. In fact the recent work by (Haliloglu et al. [@CR14]) approaches specifically this same problem from a dynamical point of view.

### Specificity change of the λ cI repressor protein {#Sec13}

We have focused on the DNA binding region of the phage λ cI repressor protein. This is an extensively studied protein with well known transcriptional regulatory functions, since it acts as a transcription factor (TF) regulating the transcription of the cI protein and the Cro protein.. In order to introduce networks performing well defined functions in an organism, independence between the new functional biological components and the pre-existing cellular networks has to be attained to free the regulation of the introduced networks of interference with the chosen chassis.

To obtain TFs with a weak interaction with already existing genetic circuits within the considered organism, protein design can be a powerful tool. Our goal will be to redesign the λ cI binding region and simultaneously mutate its binding site in the DNA so that the new TF has a weaker interaction with the wild type DNA and the wild type TF has a low binding to the mutated DNA, this would assure independence between the introduced networks regulated by the designed TF and DNA and the ones present in the organism. We have considered the 1.8 Å resolution structure \[PDB:1LMB\] (Beamer and Pabo [@CR2]) and analyzed the DNA-protein binding region, shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We used CHARMM to introduced the following DNA mutations: A4C (chain LMBA) and T38G (chain LMBB). This process is detailed documented in the examples file distributed with PROTDES, together with the CHARMM scripts used to rebuild the final DNA structure shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Structure of the DNA-protein interaction region of cI protein: the original structure, \[PDB:1LMB\] that shows the two H-bonds formed between Q44 and A4Fig. 4Structure of mutated DNA interacting with the wild type λ cI protein: we have mutated A4C, (chain LMBA) and T38G (chain LMBB) and as a consequence the interaction between Q44 and DNA has weakened

Nowadays the consideration of DNA as a template within PROTDES, restricts the available solvation models to use to only the ASA model. The analysis of the interaction between cI and the mutated DNA, (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), led us to consider positions 44 and 33 (chain LMBC) in the designing procedure. Furthermore, we allowed PROTDES to choose between all possible aminoacids in position 44 so we used a 214 rotamer library (Tuffery et al. [@CR37]), on the other hand, in position 33 we only allowed for configurational changes, so we used a 19 rotamer library containing different configurations for Gln.

When introducing the DNA mutations, we assumed that DNA structure would not be greatly altered, this is perhaps on of the strongest assumptions in this designing process, so we allowed a certain amount of backbone flexibility. We introduced a molecular dynamics and we allowed the atoms inside a 9Å sphere surrounding the designed positions to vary their positions, including the atoms belonging to the protein's or DNA backbone.

Due to the low number of positions to design we have utilized the exhaustive procedure in the optimization so that all the rotamers in library will be patched in each iteration, we found that even with 5 heuristic iteration convergence was achieved, the results of 5 out of 10 runnings, corresponding to the minimal energy found was identical. Increasing the number of steps provided the same results. PROTDES proposed the Q44I mutation, that together with the side chain modeling of Q33 managed to lower the energy of the complex by 3.2 kcal/mol. The interactions with DNA have also changed, now its backbone is involved as can be seen in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Structure of the mutated DNA interacting with the mutated cI repressor protein: the DNA mutations A4C, (chain LMBA) and T38G (chain LMBB) and the cI protein mutation Q44I have change the protein DNA interaction

In Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} the original backbone and the structure resulting from the molecular mechanics procedure are compared The root mean square deviation between the backbone atoms is 0.210 Å (Pymol).Fig. 6Structure comparision: Comparision between the structures of the original structure of the cI DNA complex and the mutated ones

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

In summary we have developed a new bioinformatics tool for protein design based on CHARMM, a widely used set of force fields for molecular dynamics and molecular dynamics simulation and analysis package. PROTDES aims to exploit CHARMM's power. As such, PROTDES has been written in the form of a script that the user can easily modify to study any small system of interest in a reasonable amount of time.

This scripting approach where no energy matrix are precomputed before the optimization process has the advantage of having no pair wise energy approximations, on the other hand is slower than software approaching the combinatorial optimization using other methods like MCSA. In addition, already existing software to generate CHARMM scripts (Sunhwan et al. [@CR36]) can help the user to modify PROTDES it self. The versatility of PROTDES will allow the user to create and test new protein design methodologies.
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